
THREE COUNTIES - 2016 

PYRENEAN MOUNTAIN DOG 

 

I would like to thank the committee for their kind invitation to judge my beautiful breed and for 

supplying me with two extremely adept stewards. My sincere thanks go to the exhibitors for their 

attendance as I know we struggle for numbers even when tickets are on offer. Their sporting manner 

of accepting my decisions were noted and appreciated. All exhibits were beautifully presented and 

handled well. One disappointing downside was the number of dogs with poor front movement, this 

really caught my eye as they appear sound when still in profile. 

 

JD (1) 1 Kenyon, Ward & Bermingham's Charibere Simply Magic At Chezanna, 15 month old lad with 

definite presence. Front and back angulation moderate as it should be, body appears a trifle too long 

but he is going to be a tall boy so this will balance out I'm sure. Super tight feet, and what a 

voluptuous long and thick tail. Excellent teeth, excellent pigment. Lips a little jowly. Impressive 

movement. Just needs to strengthen up gradually in preparation to compete with the 'big boys'.RBD;  

 

PGD (5) Sadly not over enamoured with the majority in this class. 1 Maggs' Vi'skaly's In The Fast Lane 

Of Dewyche, a beautiful young boy nearly everything about this exhibit impressed me. Such a 

handsome profile on an extremely well-constructed frame. Super movement, unhurried yet 

powerful at the rear. Kept his topline and strong and straight legs when viewed from the front with 

adequate reach. I loved his head, all in proportion, good fill under eye excellent pigmentation, 

mouth a little disappointing but tight lips; eyes and an expression to die for; 2 Carter's Jumicar Ice 

Warrior, 2yr old white male, nice profile, pigment good, amber eyes. Front movement not brilliant 

but better than the remaining exhibits in class.  

 

OD (3,1) 1 Pollard's Ch. Gillandant Rockafella, 6yr old mostly white with few lemon markings. This 

dog still demands attention with his strong powerful presence. A strong masculine head with no 

definite stop instead having the desired slope towards a nicely domed skull. I loved this dog's 

expression, confident and steady with the gentleness we all love from this breed. Well placed 

powerful shoulders, lovely deep chest, body of good length and good breadth of ribcage with well-

muscled hindquarters on strong hocks hence his unhurried yet driven movement which is typical of a 

true Pyre. I will mention his strong, long tail as not many possess the infamous 'shepherd's crook' 

which acts as this handsome dog's full stop.BD; 2 Munson's Pyrbern Blond Lynx, this well presented 

5 yr old male looked smashing in profile with straight hocks of good length, however with hands on 



and on the move his pasterns seem loose and weak, maybe some work could improve this. Feet tight 

and strong, good shape. Not quite the head shape that I tend to lean towards so the expression isn't 

as appealing as 1 however still displaying gentleness.  

 

PB (1) 1 Bayliss' Shiresoak She's The One, what a beauty and only 10 months old! Well-constructed, 

very balanced. Head true to standard- nothing exaggerated, a very pretty bitch with a sweet and 

contemplative expression. Good length of neck-not too long unlike some. A deep chest and muscling 

up well, impressive for such a young bitch. In excellent condition, of good size and adorning a full 

splendid double coat. Just disappointed with front leg action- maybe a growing spurt has 

temporarily affected her movement today.  

 

JB (2) 1 Bayliss' Shiresoak She's The One; 2 Carters'' Casabear Moon Beam, a pretty girl, good fill 

under eyes, just not quite the expression of 1 of which I preferred. I liked this bitch, she was one of 

the better movers of the day. Pleasing angulation, with her chest still to drop. Very well presented.  

 

PGB (1) 1 Thorne's Belshanmish Pretty In Pink At Pyrajay, what a sweet little girl. Ist impression is 

one of slightness, however the lack of coat (understandably, it being June) aided with this illusion. 

Despite thinner in bone compared to most, her overall construction is very balanced and true. This 

was reaffirmed when on the move- gliding around the ring, super front movement if just a little close 

in the back. Neat, tight and strong feet, well arched. Very competently handled.  

 

OB (4) 1 Pollard's Ch. Gillandant Sugar And Spice JW, simply a pleasure to judge. So true to the breed 

standard. An elegant figure with absolute star ring presence and radiating confidence. Head of 

excellent proportions, good fill, strong boned with no severe stop but gently sloping up and over her 

crown. Her pensive expression emanates from her beautiful dark almond shaped eyes. Excellent 

pigment completes this pretty portrait. I was particularly drawn to the power displayed when on the 

move- still so strong yet effortless at 8 yrs with good reach and super drive. Her topline never 

faltered, this bitch was in top condition on top form. BB BOB; 2 Dunk's Bursville Summer Zizana With 

Zalute JW, pipped to the post by 1. I adore these badger markings, of course I don't allow them to 

sway my judging decisions! A very feminine attractive bitch with the wonderful Pyre expression. A 

bitch that is well boned and of good size. I felt she was not as strong or well-muscled as 1- but she is 

still young. Wonderfully balanced angulation between the hind and forequarters, which again then 

determined her splendid movement which didn't disappoint. I preferred the shape of 1's head 

although this bitch had a better domed crown. Her gentle and affectionate manner touched me and 



whilst displaying her young mischievous ways on occasion, her demeanour was tolerant and 

undaunted. I consider sound temperament in this giant breed to be of the utmost importance.  

Mrs Hannah Moore 


